
TAEKWONDOWAY Championship - Competition Rules
Individual Form Competition 
1.  Most divisions will have 4 competitors. The festival 

committee will divide the Forms division by BELT 
and AGE. 

2. Color belt forms will follow testing requirements. If 
you recently tested you may choose to perform your 
previous poomsae.  

3. Forms division is single elimination bracket. Forms 
competitors may perform the same or different forms. 
Competitors will be judged on power, speed, control, 
flexibility, stance, focus, rhythm, and kihap. 

Black Belt Team Forms 
1. Each team must have 3 members. All ages, all levels. 

All members must have matching uniforms. 
2. Division and Forms performed will be based on the 

lowest Black Belt rank on the team. 
3. Teams must show a Black Belt form: Koryo, 

Kumkang, Taebek, Pyongwon, Shipjin, or Jitae. 
4. Awards will be given only to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 

place teams. 
5. Team forms will be judged on the same criteria as 

individual forms, but also include group presentation 
and unity of team performance. 

Family Forms 
1. All teams must have at least two members, but no 

more than six. This is an all ages/levels competition. 
2. Family teams may choose to show any form taught at 

our school.  
3. Judge on same criteria as Black Belt Team Forms.

Color Belt Board Breaking Competition: 
1.  Each belt level must complete a specific board 
breaking technique. 

I. White - Axe Kick, left & right foot 
II. Yellow - Side Kick, left & right foot 
III. Green - Back Kick, left & right foot 
IV. Blue - Spinning Heel Kick, left & right foot 
V. Red/Danbo - Spinning Heel Kick & Flying Side 

Kick, using either foot 
2.  With the 2 kicks students will try to break the most 
boards possible, with a max. total of 5 boards a kick 
(boards will be stacked), and only 2 chances.  
3. Points: +2 pt. for each cleanly broken board on the 1st 
try, +1 pt for each cleanly broken board on 2nd try. 
4.  For safety, boards must be purchased at the event. 
1/4” demo boards, cost $3 each.  
Black Belt Board Breaking Competition: 
1.  All Black Belts of all levels are required to attempt 
the same board breaking techniques. 

I. Power Back Kick, using either left or right foot, 
breaking up to five boards. 

II. Power Spinning Heel Kick, using opposite foot, 
breaking up to five boards. 

III. Jumping Demo Kick, board breaking technique 
of your choice only breaking 1 demo board.  

2. Points: +2 pt. for each cleanly broken board on the 1st 
try, +1 pt for each cleanly broken board on 2nd try. 
Bonus points for demo kick technique +2 flying turning 
kick. ex) flying back kick, flying spinning heel kick, 
flying butterfly kick, etc. 

Sparring Competition: All Belts-All Ages 
1 minute rounds, 2 rounds, 30 second rest period 
1. Most divisions will have 4 competitors. The festival                                                                                      

committee will divide the competitors by BELT and AGE. 
2. Sparring division is single elimination bracket form.
Scoring 
1 pt - Strong single middle punch 
2 pt - Middle kick 
3 pt - Head kick (14 and above/Black Belts) 
+2 pt - Turning kicks 

Head kicks are not allowed for color belts and for all those 
under 13 yrs. old. For these levels, pushing is prohibited. 
Two unintentional head kick will RESULT IN A LOSS. 

NOTE: Inability to continue because of fright, crying, or 
loss of will does not constitute grounds for disqualification 

of an opponent. 

Penalty Points: +1 pt for Opponent 
- Crossing the Boundary 
- Evading the opponent 
- Falling down 
- Attacking a fallen opponent 
- Grabbing, holding, or pushing 
- Attacking below the waist 
- Pretending injury 
- Hitting the opponent’s face with hand 
- Lifting knee to avoid attack 
- Throwing down the opponent by grabbing their 

attacking foot, or by pushing them with the hand 
- Interrupting the progress of the match on the part        

of the contestant or a coach 
- Violent or undesirable remarks or behavior on the      

part of a competitor or coach


